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NEW SIRUI Compact P-S Photo/Video Monopods
Close Down Smaller with Patented Features
SIRUI’s new P-326S and P-426S Multi-Function Photo/Video Monopods close down 5 - 6 inches shorter than
SIRUI’s acclaimed 4-section monopods for easier portability. At around 22 inches when closed, they easily fit
into backpacks and carry-on luggage. Like all SIRUI P-S monopods, they have three sturdy fold-down support
feet that provide stability and flexibility not possible with conventional monopods. The rugged feet allow you to
pan the monopod 360° and tilt 20° in any direction without worrying that the monopod will move out of position.
And you can step on the feet for even greater stability!
The SIRUI designed and patented 360° panning hand grip produces smooth, pro-level panning effects. It’s
foam padded for a comfortable feel and secure hold in cold or wet conditions. If you don't need the panning
function, simply tighten the locking collar.
To tilt the monopod 20° in any direction, SIRUI utilizes a precision ball head mechanism in the base of the
monopod. You can control the amount of drag that you need by turning the tension control knob. To lock the
monopod in a vertical position, simply screw down the vertical locking collar and it will stand upright on its
support feet. The support feet can fold flush and lock into position against the monopod leg.
If you don't need the feet, you can easily unscrew them and convert the SIRUI P-S Photo/Video Monopod into a
conventional monopod. When the feet are removed a large rubber foot lets you work on slippery surfaces and
can be replaced with the included stainless steel spike for use outdoors. And for added flexibility, the feet
can be used as a table-top or low angle tripod.
SIRUI P-S Series Photo/Video Monopods are equally at home with photo and video equipment. And if you
need to get your equipment up high or want an unusual perspective, you can, thanks to the lightweight design!
For video or still photography you can add the SIRUI VA-5 and VH-10 Video Heads, L-10 or any SIRUI Ball
Head. For fast connect/disconnect, you can add the SIRUI MP-20 Photo or VH-90 Video Quick Release
Platforms.
As with all Sirui products the new P-326S and P-426S Compact Professional Multi-Function Photo/Video Monopods
come with a 6-year U.S. warranty when purchased from a U.S. Authorized SIRUI Dealer.

Click here to watch video demonstrating the new P-326S and P-426S Compact Professional MultiFunction Photo/Video Monopods. Or copy and paste the following link into your browser: bit.ly/1xp6K9Y
Click here for additional information on the SIRUI Multi-Function Photo/Video Monopods. Or copy and
paste the following link into your browser: bit.ly/1dNKdQa
Sirui Products are distributed in the U.S exclusively by Argraph Corporation and are available from retailers
nationwide.

About Argraph:
Argraph Corporation and its subsidiaries are leading manufacturers and distributors of photographic and imaging
products since 1953. Headquartered in Carlstadt, NJ, Argraph offers unique and innovative products through
retailers across the country, and around the world. Additional information is available at www.argraph.com.
About Sirui:
SIRUI Photographic Equipment Industry Co., Ltd, founded in 2001, has quickly become one of the leading
manufacturers of photographic equipment. Located in Zhongshan, in the southern part of the Pearl River Delta, they
specialize in the manufacture of professional tripods, monopods, ball heads and related accessories. By
continuously investing in advanced tooling, innovative technologies and precision machinery - in concert with a
highly trained design and engineering team - SIRUI is able to produce high quality products from design concept to
parts manufacture to final assembly.

Click here for additional information on the SIRUI Multi-Function Photo/Video Monopods
Click HERE for information about our complete SIRUI Product Line

